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I’ve always enjoyed taking pictures, going back to my days as a kid using my Dad’s old
folding Kodak and Instamatics.
I enjoy exploring compositions in nature and life. Light, shadows, colors, and reflections
that catch my eye, playful juxtapositions and contrasts that can be something fun or
something sobering, something to tell a story. I try to express what I see through my
mind’s eye.
My images in this exhibit are of a variety of subject matter. Light tends to be my
underlying theme. In many ways, the natural light has spiritual symbolism for me as the
Light… the Light of God, the Spirit of All.
The Light can help us see a person’s smile or look of disquiet; show us the colors and
textures of plants, trees, and rocks; and the patterns of clouds that come and go,
reflected on a calm lake.
I recently began exploring small portfolios of images that convey a common subject
matter and underlying subject—like lily pads floating between the light from above and the
depths beneath.
I hope you enjoy my images.

The balcony
There was a beautiful sunrise
over Lake Michigan as we
drove west from Escanaba
along Hwy 2. The bright
golden sun lighting the
horizon, squeezing under the
darker cloud cover, but I knew
this scene wouldn't last long.
So instead of groping around
the back seat to find my
digital camera I opened the
car window and shot a few
pictures with my cell phone
(my wife was driving).
Near Naubinway, MI
Oct 24, 2018

A peaceful
butterfly moment
A soft moment as I walked
along one of the boardwalks
through a marshier area. This
Great Spangled Fritillary
quietly enjoyed the flowers,
no hurry from one to the next.
Crosswinds Marsh
Sumpter Twp, MI
July 9, 2021

A splendid day
winds down at
Higgins Lake
As I watched the sun this
evening move lower and
lower between the cloud
layers, a flock of gulls crossed
my view. Beautiful blues,
grays, oranges, and bright
yellows wrapping the
shadowed shoreline.
Higgins Lake
Roscommon, MI
July 2, 2021

Never mind the bolts
Four bolt heads are in the
middle of the lower part of
this end of the metal shed.
One of them already has a
colored coating, so I added
coloring to the other three
and accentuated the texture
and contrast of the shed's
side.
Innovation Hills Park
Rochester Hills, MI
Feb 27, 2021

It’s all relative
I was clipping grass around
sapling maple trees, down on
my hands and knees, and
happened to see this little
snail on the underside of a
leaf. I ran to get my camera,
thinking it may be gone by
the time I came back, but
there it was, it hadn't traveled
but a few inches. I laid down
as low as I could to take
pictures and follow its travels.
The grass appears ghostly and
frames our hero as it climbs
the leaf.
Livonia, MI
July 13, 2020

Reddish tips
Walking toward the trail head
to the path below the Cut
River bridge, brilliant reds
caught my eye. Early fall has
come and touched the tips of
these leaves tucked deep in
the morning shadows.
Cut River Bridge Roadside Park
Naubinway, MI
Oct 8, 2015

Beyond the tall grass
Across a field of tall grass, the
edge of the woods begins.
Just before the woods stands
an older tree, fanning its
branches skyward.
Generations have been born
and past while the tree
steadfastly grows, moment by
moment, decade by decade.
Ypsilanti, MI
Nov 10, 2020

It’s still quiet in town
As COVID-19 continues as a
pandemic and too many of
its victims suffer and die,
others stay home, businesses
close, and streets remain
ghastly quiet.
Depot Town
Ypsilanti, MI
Nov 18, 2020

The essence of a
winter morning
The beauty of winter… the
textures in the sky and trees,
the sun beginning to peek
through, a coating of fresh
snow, and the temperature
cold but not too cold.
Maybury State Park
Northville, MI
Jan 26, 2020

Soft fall sunrise
There were patches of fog in the lower lying areas on this crisp fall
morning. As I drove south on Highway 77 in the Upper Peninsula the sun
glowed brightly through the fog where it was thinner. I stopped to take
some photos. I really liked how the warm brightness graduated to the
cool blue sky where the fog was even thinner, and the trees were
silhouetted as they fade into the distance.
On Highway 77
near Green Haven, MI
Sept 29, 2017

A fine morning in
my blankets
Some of the celosia is tucked,
seemingly cozy, within their
leaves. The morning sun
skims the plant.
Livonia, MI
Sep 15, 2018

The balcony
I like foggy mornings. The fog
softens everything we see –
the farther away, the softer
and fainter. Even sounds
seem softer. The fog was
thinning on this morning as
the sun rose behind the trees
on the hill. The ravine with
the stream was still in deep
shadow
Livonia, MI
May 3, 2016

Young lily pads
toward the Light
I took my Argus 75 film
camera to Crosswinds Marsh.
It's a fun camera that I bought
for $10 at an antique store and
the images have a unique
look to them. This image of
young lily pads under a blue
spring sky with the glow of
the sun is one of my favorite
images from that camera.
Crosswinds Marsh
Sumpter Twp, MI
May 13, 2020

Courting in summer
These two monarchs, still
enjoying their morning
courtship, seemed to be in a
twirling dance from flower to
flower.
Island Lake Recreation Area
Brighton, MI
Aug 3, 2021

Finding the Light
The sunlight shone brightly
on the tip of the plant against
the dark shadows beneath
and around it. I pushed the
shadows darker and the lights
at the tip brighter to
emphasize the story, one of
reaching out of the darkness
to reach the Light.
Livonia, Mi
June 12, 2020

Lighting the depths
Kitch-iti-kipi in Michigan's UP
is a natural hot spring with
water so clear that from the
glass bottom boat we can see
the spring rising from the
sandy floor 42 feet below and
hundreds of fish enjoying the
warmth. Along the edge of
the spring a fallen branch was
stuck in the bottom. The
sunshine brought out the
beautiful colors of the sticks
and vegetation in the spring
and reflections on the surface.
Kitch-iti-kipi
Manistique, MI
Oct 22, 2018

The rain is ending
During one of my visits to the marsh, a brief rain shower came over and
passed after several minutes. With the sky’s lightening, the sun's rays shown
through the gray thinning clouds. A beautiful spectacle. For me, the story is
about the grandeur of nature, the sky and the Light over man's presence.
Crosswinds Marsh
Sumpter Twp, MI
Oct 8, 2018

Lighting the depths
This is a small waterfall on the
Rapid River in one of the
many beautiful parts of
Michigan's Upper Peninsula.
I used a short time exposure
with an old film camera that
gives a unique atmosphere to
the image.
Masonville Township, MI
Oct 21, 2018

Gray, red, violet
Colorful organic swirls within
a glass globe paperweight is
the subject for this image. A
macro lens let me hone in on
select regions to make
abstract compositions. The
colors reach and bend within
the thick glass, soft streaks
wrap around it, tiny bubbles
appear almost like shooting
stars.
Livonia, MI
Dec 13, 2014

Purple and swirls
Another macro view inside
the glass globe paperweight.
Organic shapes seem to rise
up and swim about in purples
and blues, soft scratches on
the glass surface streak past.
Dark shadows fill the depths
between.
Livonia, MI
Feb 21, 2015

Study of a decaying
leaf (3)
One of many decayed leaves
lying on the grass. I flipped
this one over to see the veins
wonderfully fanning out from
the stem. I accentuated the
textures and clarity and opted
for a black/white final image
to emphasize the patterns.
Sterling State Park
Monroe MI
Apr 28, 2021

Morning frost
This was a really cold morning.
We had watched hundreds of
sandhill cranes fly away from the
Sanctuary to begin their day's
migration, an awesome
experience. I took a short walk
along a trail before heading
home. At the edge of the path, I
saw how frost had covered the
plants in bluish white crystals
atop the deep green leaves.
Beautiful.
Phyllis Haehnle Memorial Sanctuary
Grass Lake Charter Township, MI
Nov 14, 2015

Sunlight on the path
Melting snow and ice leave a
shimmer on the path. The
morning sun glimmers
through the clouds.
Innovation Hills Park
Rochester Hills, MI
Feb 27, 2021

Windy morning on Lake Superior
It had rained hard during the night and started clearing around sunrise.
The breaking clouds were beautiful blues, grays, and soft orange tones as
they swiftly blew in off Lake Superior. White caps on the choppy waves
could be seen far out onto the lake and as they rushed ashore. Grand
Marias’s north light station is on the horizon.
Lake Superior
Grand Marais, MI
Sept 29, 2017

A cloudy fall day
Beautiful fall colors among
the trees, low gray clouds
overhead, the White River
drifting quietly. The air was a
little chilly this day.
Potter's Covered Bridge Trail
Noblesville, IN
Oct 1, 2020

The balcony
This church opened in 1893
with beautiful woodwork,
arches, stained glass, and gold
leaf throughout. Natural
lighting through the windows
bathe areas of the church in a
beautiful glow. Shadows are
soft yet deep. The wooden
balcony, mostly in shadows,
reflects colors from the
stained glass.
Sweetest Heart of Mary Church
Detroit, MI
Dec 2, 2016

Whitetail
Whitetails are quick to fly
about and away as we get
nearer. This one just left its
perch on a twig. Though its
fly away is a blur, the motion
captured helps tell the
whitetail's nature. For me,
presenting our friend in black
and white is a more telling
story.
Crosswinds Marsh
Sumpter Twp, MI
July 9, 2021

We can see
the scrapes
The metal shed has some
rusty splatters on one side,
likely drippings that were
blown across the surface by
the winds. Hidden colors in
the drips and metal ribbing
come forth with some
coaxing.
Innovation Hills Park
Rochester Hills, MI
Feb 27, 2021

Colors emerging
The metal shed and its
painted-over blistering rust
spots have wonderful
textures. Colors residing
along the foothills of the
blisters come forward with
some coaxing.
Innovation Hills Park
Rochester Hills, MI
Feb 27, 2021

Composition in
green with brushing
and pebbles
The pavement at the park
has textured lines for better
foot grip in wet and icy
conditions. The lines' texture
consists of glow-in-the-dark
pebbles for evening
enjoyment. For this image,
I accentuated the textures,
contrast, coloring.
Innovation Hills Park
Rochester Hills, MI
Feb 27, 2021

Leaves below
Leaves from the past Fall lay
on the bottom of the shallow
marsh waters of this Spring.
I played with the color
saturations and shadows for
an abstract yet realistic image.
Crosswinds Marsh
Sumpter Twp, MI
Apr 12, 2021

The lily pads collages
I had contemplated my images and what I could do differently to be more creative. Sometimes I look
at them and think "so what", it's a picture of a flower, a landscape, or something else. I like many of
the images I've captured over the years (peppered here and there among the clunkers), and I think
I've improved over time. But I feel there is something more creative I can do. Is there a more
interesting way to tell my stories?
I'm now playing upon my original lily pad subject matter for a more creative interpretation of the
images. By blending passages from several images, I can present a stronger and more interesting
story. The lily pads and flowers floating on the surface is the image I start with for each collage. In
each of the images, the lily pads represent islands of rest amidst the dramas of life from all around
us. Reflections of clouds or sun represent the Light and what's above. Marsh weeds, lily pad stems,
and fish represent what's below our surface. To embellish the imagery of life below the surface I pull
in fish or plants from other images—some that look down into shallow water, some through the
glass of an aquarium. Images of sky or landscape add to the story of what's on the surface as
well as above.
I kept some of the hard edges of the merged images, rendering them soft in some places and
harder n others, to incorporate a graphic element to the otherwise organics of nature. I wanted to
also include a hand-drawn element for accent, so I added just a few lines and dots.

Lily pads collage 3
Component images taken in
Michigan at:
- Crosswinds Marsh
- The Belle Isle Aquarium
Completed Dec 28, 2020

Lily pads collage 5
Component images taken in
Michigan at:
- Crosswinds Marsh
Completed Jan 21, 2021

Lily pads collage 6
Component images taken in
Michigan at:
- Crosswinds Marsh
- The Belle Isle Aquarium
Completed Mar 6, 2021

Lily pads collage 13
Component images taken in
Michigan at:
- Crosswinds Marsh
- The Belle Isle Aquarium
- My backyard
Completed Apr 2, 2021

Lily pads collage 14
Component images taken in
Michigan at:
- Crosswinds Marsh
Completed May 1, 2021

Lily pads collage 16
Component images taken in
Michigan at:
- Crosswinds Marsh
- The Belle Isle Aquarium
Completed May 22, 2021

You can see these and more of my photos at:
timhaberphotography@gmail.com
500px.com/twhaber
To purchase photos or if you have questions, please contact me at:
timhaberphotography@gmail.com

